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埃及探索
This great kit comes with a colourful manual
oﬀering fascinating information about the
Egyptians and instructions for making interesting Egyptian items.
Explore the wonders of ancient Egypt with this fun creative kit

10+

10+

Discover the world of rocks and minerals!
The rock tumbler kit from National Geographic will allow
children and adults to transform rough and dull rocks
into colourful and gleaming stones. It even has a window
that lets you watch the week long process unfold.
This rock tumbler polishes small stones to a smooth gleam
over a period of a week that uncovers their incredible
hidden patterns, colours, and structures. Used with the
included 226 grams (8oz) of gemstone rocks, or rocks that
children collect, the results encourage geologic study and
create beautiful objects to behold. The Rock Tumbler kit
includes two bags each of coarse, ﬁne, polishing, and ﬁnishing
powders. In addition there is a craft starter kit so children
can make their own jewellery with key chains, setting holders,
a necklace chain, adjustable rings, earring wires, and
jump-ring connectors.
Features

Learn and discover about growing and cultivating your very own crystals.
The kit contains all children need to grow at least 12 types of crystal.
The detailed instruction booklet contains 16 fascinating experiments
and explains how crystals were formed when the gases the Earth is
made from cooled millions of years ago.

Rock Tumbler
Rock grinding viewing window
Timer buttons and on/oﬀ switch
226 grams(8oz) of gemstone rocks
AC/DC adapter transformer
Includes a colourful polished rock chart
Instruction manual included
Dimensions: (L) 17.8cm x (W) 17.8cm x (H) 25.4cm
Parental supervision required
Suitable for 10 years of age and up
Brand: National Geographic

Box Contains
Plaster of paris, 3 petri dishes, 2 plastic moulds
1 large measuring cup, 1 small measuring cup
2 measuring spoons, Tweezers
Plastic funnel, Eye dropper
Thread, 15 granite base rocks
Magnifying glass
Display stand
15 blank labels
Instruction book
Aluminium potassium sulphate
Monoammonium phosphate

Set Includes
2 Bags of (step 1) coarse-grind powder
2 Bags of (step 2) ﬁne-grind powder
2 Bags of (step 3) polishing powder
2 Bags of (step 4) ﬁnal polishing powder
3 Keychains
12 Setting holders in three styles
Glue
One 18 inch silver necklace chain
Four adjustable rings
Three pairs hanging earrings wires
12 Jump ring connectors
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